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This Second Edition provides an updated and succinct, yet highly informative overview of the
key issues surrounding taxation and international law from Reuven Avi-Yonah, a leading
authority on international tax. This small but powerful book surveys the nuances of the varying
taxation systems, offering expert insight into the scope, reach and nature of international tax
regimes, as well as providing an excellent platform for understanding how the principles of
jurisdiction apply to tax and the connected tools that are used by countries in imposing taxes. It
includes new material on BEPS, the EU Anti Tax Avoidance Package, and the US Tax Cuts
and Jobs Act.
The taxation of international economic activities presents two essential considerations:
revenues must be shared equitably by the nations involved, and those nations must be able to
enforce their domestic tax laws. Starting from these requirements of reciprocity and
enforcement, the author explains in this book the practical issues affecting international
taxation of business income and capital gains. Unlike many books on this complex subject, his
approach does not examine the tax perspective of any one country, but proceeds from an
identification and analysis of the basic principles of the subject. This entails an understanding
of factors, such as: domestic tax laws, rules and practices and how they conflict on crossborder transactions; bilateral tax treaties and their role in resolving international tax conflicts;
the use of offshore financial centres in international tax structures and how to choose them;
anti-avoidance measures imposed by national taxation authorities; and international tax
guidelines and interpretations of bodies such as the Organisation for Economic Cooperation
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and Development (OECD) and the International Fiscal Association (IFA). Basic International
Taxation describes each and all of these elements, weaving them into practical planning
guidance providing a fundamental understanding of this subject in a single, easy-to-follow
book. It explains those principles of international tax planning that take the costs and risks of
international taxation fully into account and thereby optimize the after-tax returns on crossborder transactions. Several important current issues, including the taxation of electronic
commerce, are also addressed.
This overview of tax policy explains essential concepts clearly and concisely. Chapters open
with brief descriptions of a policy area, providing a synopsis of the current state of the law. This
is followed by a balanced and apolitical discussion of arguments for and against the current
law and commonly proposed alternatives. Wide-ranging coverage of all critical tax policies from
federal Social Security and income taxes to state and local budgeting to international transfer
pricing examine the building blocks of the tax system. Ample footnotes provide easy access to
articles and standard reference works allowing readers to dig deeper on their own.
The arm's length principle serves as the domestic and international standard to evaluate
transfer prices between members of multinational enterprises for tax purposes. The OECD has
adopted the arm's length principle in Article 9 of its Model Income Tax Convention in order to
ensure that transfer prices between members of multinational enterprises correspond to those
that would have been agreed between independent enterprises under comparable
circumstances. The arm's length principle provides the legal framework for governments to
have their fair share of taxes, and for enterprises to avoid double taxation on their profits. This
timely book contains a comparative analysis of the legal basis for the arm's length principle and
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the contents of the arm's length rules in US tax law as well as in the OECD Model Tax
Convention and Transfer Pricing Guidelines. It includes a thorough review of international case
law on transfer pricing from the United States, Canada, Australia, United Kingdom, Germany,
France, the Netherlands, Denmark, Sweden, and Norway. The book ends with an analysis of
the issues associated with the application of the arm's length principle for multinational
enterprises in a global economy.
International Tax Primer provides an introduction to the policies that countries seek to advance
with their international tax rules, with numerous examples drawn from the practices of both
developed and developing countries. This third edition has been expanded substantially, due
to the major developments that have occurred since the second edition of this indispensable
resource appeared in 2004 – not least the fact that innumerable smalland medium-sized firms,
as well as individuals, now engage in cross-border transactions that cause them and their tax
advisers to confront international tax issues on a regular basis. Moreover, as the countries of
the world have become increasingly integrated economically, the importance of the major
issues that a country must confront in designing its international tax rules and in coordinating
those rules with the tax systems of its trading partners has mushroomed. The book strikes a
balance between the specific and the general by illustrating the funda mental principles and
structure of international tax with frequent reference to actual practice in a variety of countries.
Coverage includes the following: • role of the tax adviser in planning international transactions;
• taxation of residents on foreign income and of non-residents on domestic income; •
mechanisms used to mitigate the risks to taxpayers of international double taxation; • transfer
pricing rules to prevent the avoidance of tax by multinational corporations; • anti-avoidance
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measures dealing with tax havens, treaty shopping, and other offensive tax planning activities;
• overview and analysis of the provisions of bilateral tax treaties and the OECD and UN •
Model Treaties on which they are generally based; and • challenges posed by taxation of
income derived from the digital economy. New material in the third edition includes analysis of
the OECD’s initiative against base erosion and profit shifting (BEPS), tax aspects of hybrid
entities and financial instruments, and taxation of fees for technical services as proposed under
the UN Model Treaty. Although of greatest value to tax practitioners and government officials
confronting interna tional tax for the first time, this book is sure to continue in use by tax
professionals at every level of experience and on a worldwide basis.
The implications of increasing international factor mobility on tax policy at national and
international level.
This superb book will guide the reader through the key issues and practical aspects of
international tax practice. It demonstrates how different global tax systems interact and how to
prevent paying more tax than necessary. The basic principles of each aspect of international
taxation are outlined and then examined in greater depth and detail. This updated third edition
includes coverage of both UK and EU legislation and regulation, as well as the key cases and
rulings. Complicated double taxation concepts are clearly illustrated with examples and
diagrams to help the reader quickly understand how they'll apply in practice. Examples of
policies adopted in other countries are included, along with specialist commentary and
guidance.
This volume provides a comprehensive guide to the status of the OECD-led international work
on taxation and electronic commerce, and hence to emerging conclusions and
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recommendations across a wide span of tax policy and tax administration issues.
The book is based around a case study of a fictitious Italian family with an abundance of
personal and corporate tax issues. The work is presented in ten chapters, each covering a
specific principle of international tax planning, such as Is the advice lawful? and Why are trusts
useful in tax planning? Each chapter is split into two distinct sections. The first section
analyses the law applicable to the principle in question, and the second puts this into context
by reference to the case study. Accountants, bankers, lawyers, students, tax advisers and
managers of trust companies will benefit from studying The Principles of International Tax
Planning, either in depth or as a useful reference book. Because the book has been written by
a firm specializing in International taxation, it considers the same questions and issues from
the perspective of a number of different jurisdictions, such a France, Italy, South Africa,
Switzerland, the UK and the US. Whether you are just interested in international tax, or
whether international tax is your livelihood, your horizons will be broadened by reading this
book, and you will have fun while doing so!
Since they were issued in 1999, the OECD Principles of Corporate Governance have gained
worldwide recognition as an international benchmark for good corporate governance.
The phenomenal internationalization of taxation occurring in recent years has called for a
second edition of this classic handbook. Even though a quarter of a century has passed, the
farsighted first edition has remained in constant use worldwide and has even grown in
importance. Now it has been thoroughly updated by the author, who has brought his piercing
insight to bear on the current world of international tax law while retaining the book’s practical
format, structure of primary materials, and detailed commentary. Emphasizing the need for an
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international consciousness in relation to issues of taxation, Professor Qureshi focuses
extensively on the problems associated with fiscal jurisdiction, international constraints in
domestic taxation, double taxation, and tax evasion and avoidance. In particular the following
are covered: treaty law with specific reference to taxation; fiscal aspects of international
monetary, investment, and trade law; enforcement of international tax claims; exchange of
information; assistance in recovery of tax claims; mechanisms for the resolution of international
tax disputes; base erosion and profit shifting in the framework of public international law; and
contribution of international institutions to fiscal capacity development. Assimilating in one
source the basic materials in public international law germane to taxation – including cases,
texts of international agreements, discourse in secondary sources, and incisive commentary,
all updated to the present – this new edition of the most authoritative and important book in its
field will be of immeasurable value to tax practitioners worldwide, national taxation authorities,
international institutions, and the international tax community more generally.
Although Russia has generally followed the New York Convention, the UNCITRAL Model Law
and the European Convention on Arbitration since the 1990s, it was not until the reforms of
2015–2017 that arbitration in Russia became fully aligned with international commercial
arbitration standards. This book by prominent Russian authorities explains the current legal
landscape in the aftermath of the reforms, providing clear information and guidance to the
worldwide community of arbitrators, dispute resolution practitioners and academics in the field.
This book provides comprehensive coverage of current Russian law on domestic and
international arbitration, addressing the stages of arbitration proceedings from the conclusion
of an arbitration agreement to enforcement of foreign arbitral awards. The authors discuss the
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major theoretical and practical issues that have occupied the Russian courts and legal scholars
over recent decades and draw parallels with other states and accepted international practices,
emphasising issues that are of particular importance to foreign investors and their Russian
partners. Detailed examinations include the following: regulatory sources; permanent arbitral
institutions with government permission to operate; legislative provisions concerning judicial
control of arbitration; arbitrability of disputes; interim measures; status of arbitrators and their
powers; liability of an arbitrator; rules of evidence in arbitral proceedings; challenging arbitral
awards and their enforcement; grounds for refusing enforcement of an international
commercial arbitral award; grounds for setting aside of arbitral awards and their enforcement;
costs and fees in arbitration; and the public policy exception. This book takes account of both
the most significant Russian works on the theory of arbitration law and relevant judicial and
arbitration practice. As a comprehensive guide to every aspect of international and domestic
arbitration in the Russian Federation, this insightful commentary will be welcomed by legal
practitioners worldwide dealing with an ongoing or contemplated arbitration or enforcement of
an arbitral award in Russia. It will also serve as a point of reference providing international
legal scholars, researchers and students with an authoritative explanation of the legal
regulation of arbitration and the approaches adopted in Russian doctrine and legal practice.
Written by international tax law specialist Professor Craig Elliffe, International and CrossBorder Taxation in New Zealand is a major commentary on New Zealand's international tax
law and double taxation agreements and transfer pricing regime. The book is designed to
provide readers with an understanding of the legal principles and concepts which underpin
international tax law and cross-border transactions and with practical guidance designed to
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assist them to navigate their way through this complex topic. It begins with an introductory
chapter explaining the history and concept of international taxation and the way in which New
Zealand and other nations deal with international taxation transactions. The next four chapters
provide comprehensive coverage of residence-base taxation; source-based taxation; and
taxation of source based income. The final two chapters deal with double tax agreements and
allocation of profits (thin capitalisation).
As countries worldwide have become more economically integrated, the importance of
international taxes has grown significantly, especially in countries formerly part of the Soviet
Union or the Soviet bloc. the authors of this book worked with the OECD in conducting
seminars on international tax for tax officials in these countries. In International Tax Primer,
they address international aspects of income taxation in particular countries, emphasising tax
treaties and other cooperative arrangements which help coordinate countries' income tax
systems with the tax systems of their trading partners. International Tax Primer strikes a
balance between the specific and the general by illustrating the fundamental principles and
structure of international tax with frequent reference to actual practice in a variety of countries.
Coverage includes: the role of the tax adviser, tax planning techniques, international double
taxation, anti-avoidance rules, and an overview and analysis of tax treaties. the work also
offers such practical features as : an extensive glossary of international tax terms; and a
selected bibliography of international tax reference materials, including a list of periodicals
devoted to international tax. Students, government officials, and tax practitioners who may be
confronting international tax issues for the first time, as well as experienced international tax
practitioners, will find International Tax Primer a helpful articulation of the fundamental
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principles that arise again and again in this field. It works as both an introduction and a
refresher in an area where issues often prove more complex than they seem and where a
return to the basics is often the most helpful means of untangling a multi-layered problem.

This book is an introductory text for practitioners and students of international tax law.
For many years, this two-volume title has enjoyed a reputation as one of the leading
handbooks in this complex area of taxation. With the latest rewrite of this work, the
authors provide in-depth treatment of the key topics in international tax, building up
from detailed explanation of the basic concepts, all the way to solid analysis of the
complex transactional issues. This Volume 1, Principles, lays the foundation for this twovolume set. It examines international taxation through the prism of domestic law,
explaining the conflicts of laws that give rise to issues seeking resolution in the
international arena. This volume also introduces the world of tax treaties, crucially
focusing on income and capital tax treaties, as well as on the main treaties that concern
the administration and collection of taxes in the international sphere. In its analysis of
income and capital tax treaties, this book takes the OECD Model Convention as the
starting point and enriches the discussion with examples from real-life treaties, as well
as by contrasting provisions from other Model treaties. The book is rounded out by a
generous analysis of jurisprudence from all over the world.
This book provides a comprehensive overview of the basic principles of international
taxation and considers these in the context of practical planning guidance. Volume 1
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(Principles), gives an overview of international taxation, principles of international tax
law, model tax conventions on double tax avoidance, and the impact of domestic tax
systems. Volume 2 (Practice), deals with the practice of international taxation including
international tax planning techniques, basic isssues in anti-avoidance and gives an
overview of the international offshore financial centres.
Introduction to US law of international taxation. The book pays attention to the
fundamentals of US international taxation, activities of foreign taxpayers, jurisdictional
tax principles, US source rules, branch profits tax, provisions affecting foreign
investment in US real estate, income tax treaties, inbound and outbound investments,
foreign tax credit, transfer pricing, CFC, business transaction, foreign sales
corporations, transfer taxes, estate, gift and generation skipping tax on both resident
and non- resident aliens.
Personal Tax Planning: Principles and Practice 2011/12 addresses the major UK tax
issues affecting wealth management planning for both the UK domiciled and non-UK
domiciled individual. It explains, with numerous worked practical examples, the
principles underpinning the three main taxes: income tax; capital gains tax; and
inheritance tax. In view of the increasingly international nature of personal tax planning
the book places the UK tax rules in an international context addressing such issues as:
the role of wills in the international arena; the implications of the EU; the suitability of off
shore financial centres; and the role and use of double taxation agreements.
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Cloud computing may be borderless, but taxes are territorial. It is easy to imagine how
the two concepts can clash. Much effort has gone into harmonizing tax rules across
borders with the result that many jurisdictions have very similar tax rules. Even so,
taxation remains a basic expression of national sovereignty. The goal of this thesis is to
examine how international tax law applies to the cross-border cloud computing
business. Both, multinational providers and customers of cloud computing services are
analyzed. Reflecting three traditional areas of international tax scholarship, the goal
could be stated in three questions. Which jurisdictions have the right to tax? What kinds
of cloud computing transactions can be taxed? What amount of the profit is taxable? In
more technical terms, this means enquiring into how the use of cloud computing affects
the permanent establishment status of taxpayers, how the different kinds of cloud
computing transactions are characterized under international double taxation treaties,
and how the calculation of taxable cloud computing profit is affected by transfer pricing.
In light of the current political events, the thesis also offers recommendations de lege
lata through a systematic approach. Its first part assesses the current taxation of cloud
computing. The second part evaluates whether the findings of this initial assessment
conform to various superior principles of good rulemaking. It identifies which of the
present tax rules ought to be adapted. The final part considers how the rules could be
amended to become more compliant with the superior principles. In this way, Part I
embodies the thesis, Part II the antithesis, and Part III seeks a synthesis.
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Is the current U.S. tax system for taxing U.S. international business the appropriate one
for the modern era of globalized business operations, or should its basic structure be
reformed? Contents of this report: The Current System and Possible Revisions;
Neutrality, Efficiency, and Competitiveness; Assessing the Existing Tax System;
Territorial Taxation: The Dividend Exemption Proposal; A Residence-Based System in
Practice; President Obama's Proposals to Restrict Deferral and Cross-Crediting; Tax
Havens: Issues and Policy Options; General Reforms of the Corporate Tax and
Implications for International Tax Treatment. Charts and tables. This is a print on
demand edition of an important, hard-to-find publication.
This book identifies a set of principles and corresponding tax settings that countries
may apply to cross-border income derived by, through, or from a trust and will appeal to
international tax practitioners, administrators, policymakers, academics, and students.
This title is one of six releases from the LexisNexis Graduate Tax Series. United States
International Taxation embodies the dual goals established for the LexisNexis Graduate
Tax Series: to provide graduate tax students with a solid foundation in the applicable
rules and to enhance their skills in reading and applying complex statutes and
regulations. To this end, the text relies very little on the often-times laborious analysis of
cases and other sources that are secondary to the Code and the regulations. Instead,
each chapter provides an overview of the substantive content, with emphasis on
important issues that are not apparent from the language of the Code and regulations.
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This book contains teaching materials for law school courses in the United States
federal income taxation of persons engaged in cross- border activities and transactions.
It contains 21 separate Units that address fundamental concepts of residency and
source, the taxation of United States persons (citizens, residents, and domestic
corporations) on their activities within the United States, and the safeguard rules in
place to curtail potentially abusive tax avoidance in the international context.
this unique textbook clearly and concisely examines the basic concepts and key
principles of international tax International Accountant The KEY principles and policies
of international tax practice "The authors... draw upon their wide academic experience
to demonstrate the application of the principles through numerous worked examples
and realistic case studies" British Tax Review A practical all-round guide to international
tax practice. This superb book guides you through the key issues and practical aspects
of international tax practice. Written by two leading specialists in this area, it
demonstrates how different global tax systems interact, and how to prevent paying
more tax than necessary. The basic principles of each aspect of international taxation
are outlined, then examined in greater depth and detail. Coverage includes both UK
and EU legislation and regulation plus the KEY cases and rulings. Complicated double
taxation concepts are clearly illustrated with examples and diagrams to help the reader
quickly understand how they'll apply in practice. Examples of policies adopted in other
countries are included along with specialist commentary and guidance. With a copy of
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Principles of International Taxation 2/ed on your desk you'll be able to advise on this
subject with confidence and accuracy. This popular tax book has been brought right upto-date and now covers: - The 2008 OECD Model Convention - The OECD's
Authorised Approach to the allocation of profits to permanent establishments - Key
interpretations of double tax treaties through court decisions across the globe Sweeping reforms to the UK's international tax regime including exemption for foreign
dividends - Information on treaty interpretation and treaty override - A brand new
chapter on taxation and development - everything you need to know - Plus a large
number of highly influential cases in both UK and EU law The reader will gain a sound
all-round understanding of the rules and regulations influen
First published in 2017, Fighting Tax Crime - The Ten Global Principles is the first
comprehensive guide to fighting tax crimes. It sets out ten essential principles covering
the legal, institutional, administrative, and operational aspects necessary for developing
an efficient and effective system for identifying, investigating and prosecuting tax
crimes, while respecting the rights of accused taxpayers.
This book is not merely a new edition, but a complete and significantly expanded
rewrite. It comprises over 900 pages of expert and in-depth exposition of this complex
subject that has become so important in the modern global economy. Already
established over four previous editions as the pre-eminent work on the subject it is a
'must-own book' for all students and practitioners of tax, whether from a legal, business
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or accounting perspective. Professor Lynette Olivier and Michael Honiball are without
peer in their understanding and clarity in this highly specialised field. Five new chapters
have been added on: Taxation of individuals; Taxation of Companies and Dividends;
Taxation of Partnerships; Cross-border VAT; and Interpretation of Statutes.
This book is a study on the historical development and current status of international
tax law in several of the world's most important trading economies. The book
emphasizes the laws and policies of the United States, Western Europe, the United
Nations, and the OECD. Chapter eight contains a discussion of transfer pricing.
Chapter ten addresses the internationalization of tax administrations, contains
information relating to tax havens, anti-tax haven legislation, transfer pricing, and tax
treaties. Other chapters cover the history, principles and policies of international tax
laws; the past and present status of the international tax treaty system; international tax
avoidance; the problems created by tax deferrals; worldwide unitary tax issues; and
global business and international fiscal laws.
This book illuminates the evolution of Quaker war tax resistance in America, as told by
those who resisted and those who debated the limits of the Quaker peace testimony
where it applied to taxpaying. Among the writers featured in this documentary history
are Isaac Sharpless, Thomas Story, William Penn, James Logan, Benjamin Franklin,
John Woolman, John Churchman, James Pemberton, Joshua Evans, Anthony Benezet,
Job Scott, Warner Mifflin, Timothy Davis, James Mott, Isaac Grey, Samuel Allinson,
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Moses Brown, Stephen B. Weeks, Rufus Hall, Gouverneur Morris, Elias Hicks, Joshua
Maule, and Cyrus G. Pringle.
Text of, and commentary on, the U.N. Model Double Taxation Convention.
Modern-day tax treaties have their foundations in one of the three Model Tax Treaties
developed by the League of Nations in 1928. Using previously unexplored archival material,
Sunita Jogarajan provides the first in-depth examination of the development of the League's
Models. This new research provides insights into questions such as the importance of double
taxation versus tax evasion; the preference for source-taxation versus residence-taxation; the
influence of theory and practice on the League's work; the development of bilateral rather than
multilateral treaties; the influence of developing countries on the League's work; the role of
Commentary in interpreting model tax treaties; and the influential factors and key individuals
involved. A better understanding of the development of the original models will inform and help
guide interpretation and reform of modern-day tax treaties. Additionally, this book will be of
interest to scholars of international relations and the development of law at international
organisations.
The Law of Double Taxation Conventions Cross-border activities or transactions may trigger
tax liability in two or more jurisdictions. In order to mitigate the financial burden resulting from
these situations, States have entered into numerous double taxation conventions, which
provide for rules that allocate the taxing rights between the contracting states. This handbook
aims at providing an introduction to the law of double taxation conventions. It is designed for
students – irrespective of their national background, but the author believes that it will also be
of great help for tax experts who wish to know more about double taxation conventions, as well
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as for international law experts who wish to understand more about tax law. The handbook
does not consider one jurisdiction in particular but rather takes examples from a wide range of
different countries and their jurisdictions. It includes an overview of the problem of double
taxation, the state practice in the conclusion of double tax conventions and their effects, the
interpretation of double taxation conventions and treaty abuse. Furthermore, this updated
handbook takes new developments into account occurred since the last edition of the book
from 2013, in particular also the changes through OECD’s BEPS project and the Multilateral
Instrument. It deals with the latest versions of the OECD Model Tax Conventions on Income
and on Capital and the UN Model Double Taxation Convention between Developed and
Developing Countries, both published in 2017, as well as the latest version of the OECD Model
Double Taxation Convention on Estates and Inheritances and on Gifts.
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